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Chris Larcombe: Speaker on Sustainable Living and Business Resilience

Chris Larcombe, is an inspirational speaker with a profound connection to the rejuvenating power of nature. From the soothing textures to the

invigorating scents and therapeutic properties, Chris has always been captivated by the wonders of the natural world. Driven by this deep

appreciation, he embarked on a journey to harness existing manufacturing resources for a greater purpose: crafting sustainable products that infuse

positive energy into our world.

What began as a humble venture to produce essential items, including high-quality linen face masks, quickly evolved into a mission to breathe life

back into people's daily existence. Chris's products don't merely offer protection; they usher in a realm of better sleep, enhanced relaxation, and

supreme comfort.

Chris Larcombe is the visionary behind Kind Face, a company firmly rooted in a resolute mission: to create products that not only serve customers but

also contribute positively to our global community. This mission is driven by a passionate commitment to ensuring that customers not only feel good

using Kind Face products but also feel good about choosing them.

While the claim of being 100% sustainable may remain elusive, Kind Face stands unwavering in its dedication to perpetual improvement and

minimising its environmental footprint. This commitment extends to the rigorous evaluation of sourced materials, whether locally or internationally,

and the continuous refinement of operational methods in upholding a steadfast commitment to sustainability and global kindness.

As a homegrown company, Kind Face derives inspiration from nature's remarkable ability to revitalise, weaving tactile qualities, fragrances, and

natural therapeutic attributes into product development. This approach is further fortified by an unwavering commitment to sustainable business

practices.
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Kind Face takes pride in offering high-quality, New Zealand-made products that seamlessly enhance the aesthetics of customers' homes while

enriching their lives through improved wellness. The company's ethical principles and values infuse every facet of its operations, from scrupulous

material selection to sustainable production practices, all with a keen focus on what's best for New Zealand and its cherished customers.

In a world where adversity often tests the resilience of businesses, Kind Face stands tall as an inspiring success story born during the challenging

times of the COVID-19 pandemic. Chris Larcombe's journey and the evolution of Kind Face serve as a testament to resilience, innovation, and the

transformative power of nature harnessed to create a brighter, more sustainable future.

Invite Chris to share his captivating story and profound insights at your corporate speaking event. He will inspire your audience with a compelling

message of sustainability, resilience, and the extraordinary potential of harnessing nature's gifts to drive positive change. Chris Larcombe: your

gateway to a world of sustainable living and unwavering business resilience.

SKILLS
Other Public Speaker
Speaking Topics Business, Environmental, Inspirational, Keynote Speaking, Lifestyle,

Motivational, Overcoming Challenges, Resilience, Sustainability, Well-
being
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